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John Parks flew his famous MASH 
heli at the All-Scale event.  John 
writes: “It’s a Century Helicopter ARF 
Bell 47G converted to a Bell 47D 
Mash heli. Using a OS 46FX H for 
power. Main rotor diameter is 53.5", 
height is 16", length is 50". Radio JR 
on 2.4.  I’ve had the heli approx four 
years with 30+ flights on it. The real 
Bell 47D made its first flight in 1945. 
It was such a success the CAA 
(predecessor to FAA) awarded both a 
Type Approval Certificate and 
Commercial License three months 
later. It’s most recognized as the 
helicopter used by the UN forces in 
Korea to evacuate wounded soldiers 
to MASH units and hospital ships 
throughout the war.” 



Enjoying our hobby, helping each other & “What’s in it for me…?” 

I hope everyone has had a chance to enjoy our hobby and either build/paint or 

fly over the past month (hopefully both)!  Our Southern Oregon Spring has 

certainly been pleasant with perfect temperatures.  We just capped off our 4th 

event of the year with the All-Scale Contest and Fly-In 

hosted by our own John Gains along with help from 

many club members.  Great job everyone! If you did not get a chance to join in the 

fun let me tell you, our field was full with 26 total registered pilots and many, many 

aircraft representing all aviation eras, not to mention civilian.  Heck, there was even 

one of those “whirly bird” things representing our scale helicopter enthusiasts!  

Allowing such a wide variety of scale aircraft to compete really made the event special 

not only for our Eagle members but for our neighbors as far away as Eugene, Douglas 

County, and Klamath Falls.  A great time was had by all!  Again, thanks John Gains and 

team for a wonderful event. 

With June upon us, we have yet two more events to be held this month.  On June 13, 

Rich DeMartini will CD our first pylon race of the year.  I will go on record to say, flying 

these little pylon racers offers some of the most exciting, low-dollar R/C fun I’ve ever 

been a part of!  What makes these events so much fun is although competitive, it is 

light-hearted with friendly and encouraged ribbing, but always smiles from all who fly.  

If you have not tried it out, give Rich a shout and get involved.  You will love it!  On June 26, 27, and 28 Gary 

Neal will be hosting the 2015 Big Bird event.  The Big Bird event is dedicated to aircraft with wingspans 

greater than 80” for monoplanes and 60” for biplanes.  Some of these aircraft are close to 50 pounds!  Gary 

can provide you with additional details regarding qualified aircraft and event information. 

Our children, grandchildren, friends & family represent the future of our club and the Academy of Model 

Aeronautics.  So let’s celebrate it!  The Keno Flight Masters are holding their annual, “Youth Day” at the Bill 

Scholtes Sportsman Park on June 20th.   If it’s too hot in the valley, and the kids 

want to cool off while enjoying multiple outdoor activities (including flying an R/C 

plane on trainer cord…hint, hint), then take a Saturday morning trip over to Keno.  

Check out our website for details and have fun with the kids. 

 

Often, I receive feedback or comments from our club members asking, “Why do 

we support the Children’s Miracle Network (CMN)?”  A valid question!  Our Public 

Relations Officer, Larry Cogdell wanted to ensure the board understood what our 

annual airshow gate proceeds went towards and why.  Larry was able to organize 

the May board meeting at Asante Medical Center with the help of Kevin Bendaw, 

Program Officer for CMN/Asante Medical Center.  Kevin allowed the board 

    By Club Prez, Calvin Emigh . . . By Club Prez, Calvin Emigh . . . Throttle Up!Throttle Up!  
 

John Gaines conducts a pilots 
meeting at the All-Scale event. 

 

 

Kevin Bendaw was the Board’s tour 
guide at the Asante Medical Center. 

http://www.rogue-eagles.org/Events/BigBird2015.jpg


Calvin 

members the opportunity to tour the facility while educating 

all of us on what and why CMN provides for local families 

who are in need of pediatric care.  It was certainly moving 

and humbling for me, yet very promising in terms of medical 

science and lifesaving equipment for young children 

throughout Southern Oregon.  I am proud that we, the Rogue 

Eagles, donate to such a wonderful cause! 

 

Of the events I have been fortunate enough to attend 

(including random Sunday flying), there is one thing that sticks with me and is consistent from week to week - 

club participation of our new Rogue Eagles members!  It is wonderful to see the growth of our club including 

members who reside within and outside of the local area.  Perhaps it’s the new runway?  Perhaps they are 

new to the area?  Perhaps it’s the club “culture”?  Take a moment and introduce yourself to someone you 

may not know and offer your help. Your introduction 

and offering of assistance just might lead to a lifetime 

friendship.  It’s happened to me… 

Lastly….     “What’s in it for me”? 

Friendships, and perhaps a bottle of CA glue?  You can 

win your choice of thin, medium, or thick Handibond CA!  All you have to do is be the first person to respond 

during our next General Meeting on June 9th. 

Once the meeting is adjourned, the first person to say out loud, “P-Factor” will win the glue of his/her choice!     

See you at the field,  

...continued...continued  

Welcome to the Rogue Eagles! 

We have a new member this month… 
 

Robert Coggins  from Medford 

 

An incubator and other equipment are a small sample of items 

purchased with funds donated to the Children’s Miracle Network. 

Happy Father’s Day ! ! ! 

from Ye Olde Editor 

I don’t know who that is in the photo on the left.  It’s just a cool pic from the world wide 

interwebby.  We’ll just call him Model Airplane Dad, or MAD for short.  How many of us 

got a start in this great hobby thanks to a MAD? 

I did.  The joy of building and flying model airplanes 

is the best gift I ever received from my Dad.  And 

many of us have kept the tradition alive by passing 

along that gift to our own kids.  Sad to say, that gift 

isn’t always accepted or fully appreciated, but that’s 

okay.  The seed has been planted and will grow in 

one way or another.  So to all the MADs out there, 

like Bruce Sr., thank you and Happy Fathers Day! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not all multi-rotors are created equal.  Most of the smaller ones 

like the Estes Proto-X and the Dromida are pure flying machines 

that are great fun to fly.  Many larger quads have cameras so 

you can take some video while you are flying around.  When you 

get into the higher-end machines like this Q500 or the DJI 

Phantoms, you have to shift your mind away from thinking of 

them as a quad with a camera.  I think it’s more accurate to think 

of them as a sophisticated camera with the ability to be taken 

aloft by the attached quadcopter.  It’s a fine distinction, but 

flying the Q500 is more about pointing the camera than it is 

about piloting an aircraft. 

Larry says the actual flying portion is a “no brainer.”  It is by far 

the easiest thing he has ever flown.  That’s because it locks into 

position using GPS and will stay where it’s put until you input a 

command.  If you do not touch the sticks, it will hold altitude and 

tilt into the wind all on its own to stay in one spot.  Yes, the wind 

bounces it around a little bit, but you won’t see that on your 

video.  That’s because the camera is mounted on a three-axis 

gimbal that uses gyro stabilization to compensate for any jerky 

motions from the quad.  Video is smooth and serene no matter 

how quickly you work the controls or how much turbulence it 

encounters.  Let’s take a closer look at the components: 

The three system components are the quad, the camera, and the 

ground station.  All three are transceivers - they all send and 

receive signals.  The ground station controls the quad like any 

normal transmitter.  It also has a touch screen that receives Wi-

Fi from the camera.  The screen lets you see what the camera 

sees.  There is some latency (delay) in the picture, so you really 

can’t depend on using the screen for FPV flying.  It’s pretty easy 

to watch the quad for most of the flight, then switch your eyes 

to the screen to fine tune the camera shot.  There is a slider on 

the ground station to point the camera up or down.  You cannot 

pan the camera left or right, you must yaw the quad as needed. 

The factory default for max altitude is 400 ft., although that can 

be changed using software that can be downloaded from the 

Yuneec website.  Larry reports that he can fly his to a distance of 

1200-1500 ft. before the Wi-Fi signal is lost.  The screen on the 

ground station goes dark, but the quad is still under radio 

control.  There is a return-to-home switch on the ground station 

that you can flip at any time and the Q500 will return to its 

starting point.  Well, sort of - I tried it once at our flying field and 

it actually landed about 80 ft. away from its takeoff spot.  Most 

guys use the return-to-home switch until it gets fairly close then 

switch back to the normal mode to land. 

Q500 and Q500+ TYPHOON 

Product Review by 

Bruce Tharpe and 

Larry Masten 

continues... 

The hard-shell flight battery inserts 

suppository style.  Advertised duration 

is 25 minutes, but real life duration is 

more like 15-18 minutes. 



The quadcopter itself is probably the best part of the whole unit.  

It is ultra stable and nearly idiot proof.  A complete noob would 

be able to takeoff and fly around safely as long as it has a good 

GPS lock.  Mine did lose GPS lock once and went into its manual 

mode, so it handled like a typical hobby quad.  Not a problem 

because I had some prior experience with quad flying, but it was 

a shocking difference from its normal, locked-in mode. 

Not everything is perfect with the Q500.  Many users complain 

about the image quality.  For the most part, I think it is amazing 

and spectacular.  Video is 1080p at 48, 50, or 60 FPS (your 

choice).  It does use a wide angle lens with “fish eye” which 

distorts the image.  I’m not a camera expert, so I don’t know 

why many of these action cameras use a fish eye lens, but I 

suspect it has to do with capturing as wide a view as possible.  

Many users do post-production work in a video editor to remove 

the fish eye distortion and for color correction.  For some 

reason, the Yuneec camera adds a significant yellow hue to the 

images, especially in bright sunlight.  I have found that you get 

the most realistic colors when the sky is overcast.  Here’s a pic of 

Agate Skyways from about 400 ft… 

There is a button on the ground station that you push to take a 

still photo.  Another button starts and stops video recording.  

The video is recorded on a micro SD card, which is a pain to 

handle because it is so tiny.  And handle it you must because you 

have to remove the card to transfer the video or photo files to 

your computer.  You can watch it instantly on your monitor or 

go straight to video editing.  The camera does not record sound, 

which is fine with me.  All you would hear are four electric 

motors and prop noise.  Most Q500 operators that post their 

videos to YouTube add background music, which is nice. 

Things are evolving quickly in the world of quads, and Yuneec is 

updating their products every month it seems.  My Q500 was 

purchased in April for about $1100.  Larry bought his a few 

weeks later.  He actually has the newer version, a Q500+.  The 

camera on Larry’s is supposed to have a few improvements and 

the screen on his ground station is slightly bigger.  Now just a 

few weeks later, the Yuneec website is introducing their newest 

version, the Q500 4K with an even higher-quality camera. 

Bottom line is this:  Both Larry and I are happy with our flying 

cameras and think we got a good value for the money.  It is, 

however, almost like a whole new hobby.  There is so much to 

learn about the machine and video processing and finding 

interesting places to fly that you could easily immerse yourself 

into the world of multi-rotors and aerial photography full time.  

And a lot of people do! 

MORE INFO: 

Yuneec Website 

Yuneec Q500 In-depth Online Review - RC Groups 

Q500+ Available from Chief 

Q500 Overview Video - YouTube 

Sample Video from YouTube (there’s hundreds) 

Q500 Product Review  ...continued 

John Gaines’ Grumman Lynx Dominates the 

AllAll--Scale Contest and FlyScale Contest and Fly--InIn  

Civilian  

1st   John Gaines Lynx 

2nd   Alan Littlewood Pitts Special 

3rd Gary Neal Cessna 310 

WWI   

1st   Paul Stark Sopwith 

2nd   Rick Lindsey Neiuport 17 

3rd Martin Sherman Sopwith Pup 

WWII  

1st   Khoi Tran P-40 Warhawk 

2nd   John Parks Stearman N2S 

3rd Ron Dilday P-51 Mustang 

All Others  

1st   Richard Funk T-28 Trojan 

2nd   Calvin Emigh A-10 Warthog 

3rd John Parks Bell Helicopter Best of Show:  John Gaines Grumman Lynx 

Word is getting out about this great event!  This year we had a lot of 

pilots from all over Oregon.  Many of our visitors probably wanted to 

try out our new runway too.  See the full report on the website! 

http://yuneec.com/index.html
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2328279
http://www.chiefaircraft.com/yun-q501rtfus.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6R-l0H_xhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2ZKb0yW_YM
http://www.rogue-eagles.org/PhotoGallery/Warbirds2015/Warbirds2015a.htm


The highly esteemed Occasionally Precision Pattern Team 
(OCPT) of the Rogue Eagles dispatched itself with occasional 
distinction in the first pattern contest of the season at the field 
of the Tri-City R/C Modelers - Richland, WA. The contest 
introduced the OCPT team to several new experiences. Among 
them were multiple electric power outlets, wide open vistas 
with tall peaks in the distance, thunderstorms, a lush grass 
runway (about 600’ X 60’) and WIND - lots of it. To add insult 
to injury, the zephyrs spent the weekend blasting across the 
runway, gusts 15-20 mph. The team members looked at one 
another with big eyes and said “What’s This?” Nonetheless we 
took to the air. On his first round Paul Chapman handled the 
sequence with some difficulty and on landing got blown into 
the tall grass (the “rough”) surrounding the runway. On 
touchdown he folded the right landing gear on his Vanquish 
and was facing no further flying. (More on this later). Ray 
Wasson Sr. and Jr. gained a measure of respect for the Rogue 
Eagles by suffering no damage throughout the weekend, 
although Ray Jr. lost his canopy on the first flight. As the two 
days continued, they both began finding the centerline of the 
runway regularly. Art Kelly, feeling sympathetic for Paul, 
managed to settle his Vanquish in the rough as well, with 
about the same result, right gear folded. 
 
One of the great things about this hobby is how people jump in 
to help. On Saturday afternoon Paul and Art headed to the shop 
of Gordon Anderson who lives nearby and proceeded to attack 
their birds with diligence. Art found that while the damage he 
suffered was not as severe as Paul’s, it would likely take more 
glue and dry cycles to refurbish his Vanquish. So he decided to 
continue as a spectator. Paul however, did a yeoman job on his 
bird and got it back to flying condition for the three rounds 
flown the next day. Fortunately, the winds took pity and were 
much more moderate on Sunday. His last round was really 
good and he returned from the flight line with a grin from ear 
to ear. The expression said “I’m like-in’ this.” 
 
It was a good contest with participants from Washington, Idaho 
and Southern Oregon. A special treat was watching the flying 
of Dave Reavele and Michi Akimoto. Both are from Canada and 
both are members of the Canadian National Pattern Team. They 
depart for Switzerland in August to participate in the biannual 
World Pattern Championships. Watching the two of them fly 
gives a new understanding to the word “Precision” in pattern 
competition. 
 
The Occasionally Precision Pattern Team intends to take their 
airplanes and bruised egos to Boise in a couple of weeks for the 
next contest of the season. In the interim you will likely see us 
doing a lot of practice on cross-wind techniques. Stay tuned... 

Michi Akimoto with his bipe. Michi is obviously a sponsored 

pilot and is a member of the Canadian national team. 

Paul's damaged landing gear is being readied for surgery. 

Art surveys the interior of his Vanquish with thoughts of "If I 

had only....." running through his mind. 

TEAM WORK     Event Report by  Art Kelly 



    GIANT 
  SCALE 
FLY-IN 

Castle Airport 
Atwater, CA 
May 21-24, 2015 

Event Report by Bruce Tharpe 

Four Rogue Eagles, each of us traveling in our own rig, made it 

down to Castle Airport for their 18th annual Giant Scale Fly-In.  

Besides myself there was John Gaines,  Alan Littlewood, and 

Dan Gellner.  With ten planes between us, I think five came 

home needing repairs and one other was a total loss.  The 

whole event was quite a crash-fest, actually.  It’s probably best 

to say what happens at Castle, stays at Castle. 

One of the nicest models there was a gorgeous turbine-

powered F-104 Starfighter (my favorite jet, shown above).  

They shut down the whole show so it could fly.  Thankfully, this 

one survived without a scratch.  Click here to see the video! 

http://www.planner4u.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZwv8x7BuoQ


Club Merchandise 
These items are usually 

available at the meetings.  
For more info, call Phil 

Baehne at 541-727-7059 

Order New-Style (Top) 
John Gaines 541-951-1947 

Order Old-Style (Bottom) 
online nicebadge.com 

Officers and Staff 
Click on any name to send email 

 

President  
Calvin Emigh  541-951-5055 

Vice President  
Ray Wasson  541-855-7541  

 

Secretary  
Larry Cogdell  541-840-1514  

 

Treasurer  
Ray Wasson, Jr.  541-973-7139 

 

Board Members at Large  
Tom Everts  541-944-2843 

 

John Gaines  541-951-1947 
    

Larry Maerz  541-826-4536 
 

Safety Coordinator  
Doug McKee  541-840-7715 

 

Event Coordinator  
Rich DeMartini  541-245-9858  

 

Newsletter Editor  
Bruce Tharpe  541-582-1708 

 

Public Relations  
Larry Cogdell  541-840-1514  

 

Field Maintenance  
position is open 

 

Webmaster  
Rick Lindsey  541-776-5832  

 

Chief Flight Instructor  
position is open 

Club Info Page 
For information about the club, how to join, 
past newsletters, photos, and much more, 

please visit the Rogue Eagles website. 

www.rogue-eagles.org 

 

Meeting Information 
The next two General Membership Meetings 

are scheduled for 

Tuesday 7pm, June 9, 2015 

Tuesday 7pm, July 14, 2015 

We meet at the Central Point Senior Citizens 
Center, 123 N 2nd Street in Central Point. 

Click here for directions 

 

Jack Shaffer (above) showed us his Oregon-theme 
Venture 60.  Yeah, he’s a serious Ducks fan. 

 

Larry Cogdell brought in his newest EDF foamy, a 
Stinger 90 (below).  The maiden flight went well 

despite being a little touchy on the ailerons. 

April Meeting Highlights 

Photo by Pat DunlapPhoto by Pat Dunlap  

Turbine Taxi Test 

mailto:johng97525@msn.com
http://nicebadge.com/cart/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2394_4739_4877&products_id=10630
mailto:calvinemigh@charter.net
mailto:rwasson2@hotmail.com
mailto:planner4u@aol.com
mailto:raymondog2@gmail.com
mailto:rogueriverdeb@hotmail.com
mailto:johng97525@msn.com
mailto:bmaerz@msn.com
mailto:kdmckee@q.com
mailto:medrico@earthlink.net
mailto:bruce@btemodels.com
mailto:planner4u@aol.com
mailto:ricklindsey1946@gmail.com
http://www.rogue-eagles.org
http://www.mapquest.com/maps?cat=central+point+senior+citizens+center&address=123+N+2nd+St&city=Central+Point&state=OR&zipcode=97502&redirect=true


Vintage R/C Society 

Northwest Fly-In 
 

September 4 and 5, 2015 
~ Friday and Saturday ~ 

 

Agate Field, Medford, OR 
~ Home of the Rogue Eagles ~ 

If you have been in this hobby for a 
long time, you probably remember the 
good ol’ days when radio control was 
just getting started.  Rekindle those 
memories and join us for two days of 
nostalgia, story telling, and flying. 
 

Entries can be brand new as long as the 
original, basic model design dates back 
to 1979 or earlier.  Planes can be scaled 
up or down if you wish.  There are even 
some current ARFs that qualify.  Modern 
materials, engines, radios, and electric 
power are all welcome.  Bring along 
some of that old equipment to share 
memories and experiences with others. 
 

This gathering is all about getting 
back to the roots of radio control. 

No Entry Fee!  Bring as Many Models as You Like 

Awards & Prizes for Pilot’s Choice & Vintage Spirit 

SAM R/C Assist Models are Welcome 

No Competition, Just Open Flying 

Dry Camping Available at Field, Bring Your RV 

Visit www.rogue-eagles.org for Directions 

Open Flying for R/C models that were 

published, kitted, or flown in 1979 or earlier. 

For more info, contact Bruce Tharpe 541-582-1708 or bruce@btemodels.com 

http://www.rogue-eagles.org
mailto:bruce@btemodels.com

